2002 Beltway Bandits
Finals
Questions written by Walter the Surly yet Loveable Gigantic Tuna

"Say it ain't so. I will not go. Turn the lights off. Carry me home."

TOSSUPS

1. A recent record-holder is 10 feet wide and was located in Berlin, Ohio, until the refrigeration was accidentally unplugged. Its more illustrious predecessor is memorialized at 1201 Division Street, Neilsville, Wisconsin in a replica that's the largest of its type. Called the "Golden Giant" and kept in an eponymous refrigerated tractor-trailer, it weighed over 17 tons and existed from 1964, when it was created for the World's Fair, to 1966, when it was devoured at an Eau Claire, Wisconsin convention of dairymakers. FTP, name this record-setting dairy product, which required the output of 16,000 cows, and was cheddar.
A: The World's Largest Cheese (accept the "Golden Giant" before it's mentioned)

2. The film’s director took out an ad in Variety alleging that the film’s star had gone to the studio behind his back and re-edited it in such a way as to increase his screen time. It also went thru several taglines, changing to “Some legacies must end” from “United by hate, divided by truth.”  The story revolves around the Vinyard family, as older brother Derek, fresh out of prison, tries to stop his young brother from following in his footsteps as a neo-Nazi skinhead. For ten points, name this 1998 Tony Kaye film featuring Stacy Keach, Beverly D’Angelo, Edward Furlong, and Edward Norton. 
 Answer: American History X

3. Side 2 of this album is five songs attacking Christianity, while Side 1’s concept is less clear.  A sign of things to come from the band, its songs ran longer and had more of Martin Barre’s heavy guitar riffs than previous albums. This 1971 effort also gained the band its first widespread airplay, with “Hymn 43,” “Cross-Eyed Mary,” and “Locomotive Breath.” Its six-and-half-minute opening cut and title track, though, with its signature riff and lyrics about a creepy homeless guy, remains the band’s best-known song, though unusual in its catalog for the absence of Ian Anderson’s flute. For ten points, name this classic release by Jethro Tull. 
A: Aqualung

4. Beset by imjuries to forwards Najeed Eccles and Arthur Johnson, their record this season is mixed. Recent setbacks have included a 105-73 pasting by Kansas and a heartbreaking loss at Baylor, 81-80. They’ve fared better at home, with a dramatic comeback win over Iowa State and a eyebrow-raising 81-77 upset of Virginia. For ten points, name this Big-12 team led by newly installed point guard Clarence Gilbert and pre-season All-American forward Kareem Rush, coached by Quinn Snyder and known as the Tigers. 
A: University of Missouri-Columbia or Mizzou

5. Gothmog, son of Morgoth and Fluithuin, was slain in the Beleriand wars. Most of them died during the First Age, although an unknown number may remain buried. These Maiar were seduced by Morgoth rather than the light; in Sindarin, their name means "demon of might." FTP name these creatures, who in combat fight with flaming whips, one of whom, called Durin's Bane, slew Gandalf.
A: Balrog or Valarauko

6. Its denizens lived to be hundreds of years old and in fact took over a century to mature fully, reaching a full height of about four feet. This planet, strangely enough had similar fish to those on Earth, their two main functions being to provide parts for the strange game of bouilliabaseball [BULL-ya-BASE-ball] and as fodder for the natives’ loved delicacy of cats. Its
first sighting on earth was by the Tanner clan in the person of one Gordon Shumway. For ten points, name this planet, introduced to humans by NBC on the sitcom ALF. 
A: Melmac

7. Born in 1939, its first major appearance was in 1988's "The Last Temptation of Christ," opposite that of Willem Dafoe. It was cut from "Eyes Wide Shut", reportedly after messing up Nicole Kidman's hair, and it has remained offscreen since 1993's "The Piano." FTP, name this member of a member of the Screen Actors' Guild, which appeared most notoriously in "The Bad Lieutenant", but stayed hidden in "Little Nicky," "The Two Jakes" and "Pulp Fiction".
A: Harvey Keitel's Penis

8. The singer lives her life by the moon: if it's high play, it low; if it's harvest, go slow; and if it's full, then go. She's searching for things which, because of the song's title, she just can't see, especially where she can turn to in her delicate time of need. Alone in bed, she wants to know if she should lick her own wounds or say "woe is me." Fortunately, after midnight, morning will come. FTP, name this song in which Nelly Furtado wants us to follow her, follow her, follow her, down, down, down, down, 'til you see all her dreams -- even though just before she's told us to make it all dark.
A: Turn Off the Light

9. A first round pick out of Alabama in 1978, he had a career best 89 receptions in both 1983 and 1984.  Reliability and durability were hallmarks; he played in 198 straight games, and also owned a streak of catching at least one pass in 150 games that ended in 1989, one year before he finally hung up his helmet. All tolled, his caught 662 passes for 7,980 yards in 47 touchdowns. His number 82 will never be worn in Cleveland again. For ten points, name this legendary Browns tight end, nicknamed the “Wizard of Oz.” 
A:Ozzie Newsome

10. Ingredients include zinc along with herbal products such as yohimbe, maca root, pumpkin seed, and oat straw. The person to prove the most personal growth using it according to a “group of judges” will win company founder Josh Bowens’ 1998 Lamborghini Diablo. Former Penthouse Pet Amber Lynn’s sales pitch: “Muscles, money, and looks help,but what women really want is a 'bigger' man.”  For ten points, name this product advertised in Maxim and on the E! network, which in nine short weeks claims to make a man’s penis longer, thicker, harder, and healthier, but not move it east or west.  
A: Longitude

11. His designer, Sivasubramanian Chandrasekharampillai, died of sorrow in hibernation after his apparent loss in the implosion that created Lucifer. However, in reality he was copied and merged with an image of the person who "killed" him in self-preservation after his faking of a fault in an AE-35 antenna led to the deaths of Kaminsky, Hunter, Whitehead (or in the movie, "Kimball") and Frank Poole. FTP, name this computer aboard the spaceship Discovery, nemesis of Dave Bowman and decidedly not named to "stay one step ahead of IBM."
A: HAL 9000 or Heuristic ALgorithmic 9000

12. Comic relief in this otherwise dark film includes a  Swedish neighbor named Lars Jorgensen and Mose Harper, a half-wit treated like a mascot. It was one of the first movies to market itself with a making-of documentary aired on TV. Gig Young hosted the program, which introduced new hearthrob Jeffrey Hunter.  It is both attacked by critics for the bigotry of its protagonist and hailed as one of its stars best acting performances, here playing a former Confederate soldier who insists “I don’t believe in surrender.” For ten points, name this classic Western of the 1950s, featuring Natalie Wood playing a woman kidnapped by Comanches who is being hunted for by the title characters, played by Hunter and John Wayne. 
A: The Searchers

13. Warning: tossup written in interpretive dance. [Interpretive dance] For ten points, you may ask yourself, what the hell is he doing? You may find yourself thinking back to a strange, early-MTV era video. But trust me, that is not your beautiful wife. For ten points, identify this 1980 music video by the Talking Heads.
A: “Once In A Lifetime”

14. Green Hill, Marble, Spring Yard, Labyrinth, Star Light, and Scrap Brain were the names of its six zones, each of which had three different levels. Armed with red sneakers and gold rings, at the end of each zone the hero confronted the villain, a mad scientist trying to implement a world-domination scheme by turning cuddly animals into mechanized monsters, each time with a different strange battle vehicle. For ten points, name this Sega game, in which the title character tries to subvert the nefarious Dr. Ivo Robotnik with his speed and his spin attacks. 
Answer : Sonic the Hedgehog

15. In a 42-11 2001 season, Jennifer Capriati avenged this player’s finals win at the German Open in the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open. She was unable to get past Lindsay Davenport last season, falling to her three times. Ranked 10th in the world, she created quite a stir at the Australian Open, first by finally beating Davenport and then by leaping into the arms of her female lover. Maybe she’ll finally make at run at the French Open and please the home crowds. For ten points, name this 19-year old French tennis star. 
A: Amelie Mauresmo

16. "Connecticut is all about the notch" and "You guys are completely devoid of internal combustion" are punchlines (theoretically) to this feature, which first appeared in 1970. In 1985, it became a newspaper daily. One recurring character is a self-portrait of its author, who frequently describes unusual architecture in San Francisco and Connecticut and complains about the bleakness of modern popular culture. FTP, identify this surreal comic strip drawn by Bill Griffith, featuring Claude, Shelf-Life, Griffy, and a titular microcephalic.
A: Zippy the Pinhead

17. His parents abandoned him at a very young age, leaving him to raise his two younger sisters. He had a never-revealed darker secret about his past that sometimes resulted in unpredictable behavior, not even friend and one-time love interest Diane Russell.  At the age of 28 he was already a gold shield detective, and after a stint in Narcotics was transferred to the 15th precinct’s detective squad to replace the late Bobby Simone as the partner of Andy Sipowicz. For ten points, name this detective on NYPD Blue, presumably killed in an undercover investigation, played by Rick Schroeder. 
A: Detective Danny Sorenson (accept either)

18. Primiarily a TV actress at first, her big screen debut was as Elise in “Family Prayers.” Most of her other film roles were similarly forgettable, such as “Freeway,” “Zack and Reba,” and “Falling Sky.” More notable were turns as Lisa Swenson in “Drop Dead Gorgeous” and as Tai Frazier in “Clueless.”  Playing dysfunctional youths is her strong suit, both as an animated voice on TV and in cinema. For ten points, name this rising star actress, known for her roles in “Girl Interrupted” and as the voice of Luanne Platter on “King of the Hill” who may be doomed to an eternity of being remembered as the speaker of that annoying catchphrase from “Don’t Say A Word,”  “I’ll never tell.” 
A: Britney Murphy

19. The narrator expresses annoyance his first album didn’t sell, drops a short line of tribute to then-recently dead Biggie Smallz, admits he “flows for chicks wishin’ they ain’t have to strip to pay tuition,”  and claims he’s dropped some of the hottest verses rap has ever heard while driving some of the hottest cars New York has ever seen. And of course Cristal figures prominently. For ten points, name this 1998 smash hit and album title track by Jay-Z, famous for its samples from the Broadway show Annie. 
A: Hard Knock Life (Ghetto Anthem)

20. The only times he ever seemed happy were when he ate some hash brownies, and when he mused about his retirement. In 1977, he and his wife Bernice became foster parents to Loomis, Mike, Victor, Jilly, and Diane, five "PINS," or Persons in Need of Supervision; perhaps a massive need for stimulants explains why he spent so much time, not at his desk, but in the bathroom of the 12th precinct. FTP identify this grumpy TV detective, played by Abe Vigoda on "Barney Miller."
A: Phil Fish

Rumors have him being sent to the Rangers, since his tenure with his current team has largely been a disappointment despite their current place in the standings. His total of 33 points as of the Olympic break is well behind his usual standards, and his plus/minus of 9 is depressing for a starter on a division leading team. He’s had three 50-goal seasons, including a 76 goal campaign his rookie year. Now he may get demoted to second line when Owen Nolan gets healthy. For ten points, name this 31-year old right wing from Finland for the San Jose sharks. 
A: Teemu Selanne

Optional ingredients include bell peppers, chick peas, green beans, and artichokes, and spices used in making it include garlic, and, most promiently, saffron. Popular garnishes include lemon and a garlic mayonnaise called aioli. The meat is usually either chicken or shrimp, Cooked in a pan similar to a wok, this sauteed, usually rice-based dish may have first entered the trash lexicon when Kramer on Seinfeld heaped praise on Mrs. Costanza for making it so well. For ten points, name this classic Spanish dish. 
Paella [pronounced pie-AY-ah]

If sufficiently different in character from its surroundings it may require its own masque. Characterized by larger pores, many companies now provide treatments specifically for it; in most people it's oilier than elsewhere, leading to combination skin. Inclusion of the chin is common but controversial. FTP, name this area of the face, composed of the nose and forehead.
A: T-zone

After viewing it, one will never quite look at a robotic arm, a rabbit, an Amway saleslady, the Beach Boys song “Wouldn’t It Be Nice,” or any game show hosted by Bob Eubanks quite the same way again. Among those interviewed are some Chamber of Commerce types, a sheriff, and a couple of corporate PR flacks, in addition to the large number of people left jobless and poor by factory closings. In the end, the director never does track down the CEO for which he is searching. For ten points, name this documentary about Flint, Michigan that introduced the world to left-wing gadfly Michael Moore. 
A: Roger & Me

Recent work includes an ad campaign for Ameritrade. He’s also been reduced to hosting a series of infomercials disguised as talk shows called “A Closer Look.”  His last TV series work was on Fox Family Channel’s failed show Paranoia. He was heard describing one of his shows, a “Price Is Right” ripoff called “Bargain Hunters,” as “a piece of shit.”  His hosting debut was on a show where contestants watched film clips and answered Qs based on them called Hit Man, but we all remember him fondly for reading fan-submitted bad poetry about Whammies. For ten points name this MC best known as the host of “Press Your Luck.” 
A: Peter Tomarken
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1. Prince may have said “You don’t have to watch “Dynasty” to have an attitude.” But it probably helped. Answer the following about that classic prime time soap of the 80s FTP each. 
This semi-fictional principality was the setting of a wedding in which guerillas crashed a royal wedding and machine gunned several characters
A: Moldavia
Dynasty revolved around the business empire of this character, played by John Forsythe. Five points per name. 
A: Blake Carrington
This was the name of the nasty tell all-book written about archvillainess Alexis Colby  by her sister Cassandra “Caress” Morrell. 
 A: Sister Dearest

2. Name the following Isaac Asimov short stories 5-5-10-10
a. This work, a part of Asimov's near-future US Robotics stories, concerns Andrew Martin's quest for humanity.
A: The Positronic Man (acc. the Bicentennial Man, even though that was not a short story)
b. Often considered Asimov's best single work, it tells of the collapse of civilization on a world with multiple suns, as the title event occurs.
A: Nightfall
c. In this tale, a neanderthal child is brought forward in time and cared for by a modern-day nurse, then callously returned.
A: The Ugly Little Boy
d. For a final 10 points, The Positronic Man, Nightfall, and The Ugly Little Boy were all rewritten into full-length novels by collaborations between Asimov and this writer, best-known for Kingdoms of the Wall and Sailing to Byzantium.
A: Robert Silverberg

3. Answer these questions about the film “Boogie Nights,” for the stated number of points. 
a. Dirk Diggler was the assumed name of what character? Five points each for first and last name. 
A: Eddie (or Edward) Adams
b. For ten points, Dirk Diggler’s most frequent partner in crime was this fellow porn star, whose name suggested that he was a Jewish aristocrat. 
A:  Reed Rothschild
c. Dirk and Reed, late in the film, failed miserably at their efforts to be rock stars. The song they were butchering in the studio was actually the theme to a 1980s movie. Name the song or  that movie, for ten points. 
A: Transformers: The Movie  or The Touch

4. Albie Lopez lost 21 games total this season, although two of those losses were in postseason. Answer these questions about 20-game losers FTP each. 
a. This was the last pitcher to lose 20 games during the regular season, during so in 1980 for Oakland. 
A: Brian Kingman
b. In 1979, this future Hall of Famer  was the last pitcher to lose 20 games while also winning 20 games in the same season, going 21-20. 
A: Phil Niekro
c. The last pitcher to lose 22 games in one season was this Expo in 1974, who still ended his career with a winning record at 158-152. 
A: Steve Rogers

5. Sometimes, which side of a single is a hit and which is filler is anybody's guess. Name the following singles whose B sides outperformed their A sides FTP, or F5P if you need the artist:
a1. FTP, "It's the Magic In You Girl"
a2. F5P, Steam
A: Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye
b1. FTP, "Surfer Joe"
b2. F5P, the Surfaris
A: Wipeout
c1. "Train to Nowhere"
c2. F5P, the Champs
A: Tequila

6. Yes, it's time for a Gimmick Bonus! Pick a player to play through World 1-1 of Super Mario Brothers. You’ll get 30 points if you can finish the world in 30 seconds or less; you will lose one point for every extra second you take beyond that down to 59 seconds, where you get 2 points. We’ll give you 1 point if you a minute or. You get three lives. The world is deemed finished when the green flag hits the bottom of the flagpole.

7. Given a memorable quote from “Sex & The City,” name the character who speaks it on a 5-10-20-30 basis. 
“I don't "have" Steve. There is no having of the Steve. We're good friends.” Moderator: accept either underlined answer.
A: Miranda Hobbes
One time I fucked a guy because he had a swimming pool. I was thirteen.”
A: Samantha Jones
“I’m tired of being married to your penis!”
A: Charlotte York
“You want fireworks! I’ll show you fireworks!”
A: Sonia Braga

8. Given the partial name of a horror movie sequel fill in the blank for 5 points each. For instance, if I said “Hellbound : Blank II,” you’d say “Hellraiser,” at least if you wanted the points. 
a. Blank II: The Main Course		Critters
b. Blank II: The Heretic			Exorcist
c. Blank III: Season of the Witch	Halloween
d. Blank: Farewell To The Flesh	Candyman
e. The Rage: Blank II			Carrie
f.  Blank II: Make Room For Daddy	Stepfather

9. Answer the following about the musical career of executive Clive Davis on a 5-10-20-30 basis. 
a. Davis took over which mega-label in 1966 and brought it to the forefront of rock?
A: CBS or Columbia
b. Davis’ biggest mistake came in 1973 when CBS, wanting a bigger share of the black music market, acquired this Memphis-based label, famed in its heyday for Otis Redding and Booker T and the MGs but by then in runious shape. 
A: Stax or Stax/Volt
c. Davis was likely trying to duplicate his 1971 successful deal to distribute the output if this label, named in part for its home city, which included the Delfonics and Stylisitcs. 
A: Philadelphia International 
d. In 1974, Davis left CBS and founded what label, now a division of BMG?
 Arista Records

10. Given a popular nickname for a British Premier League football club, give its real name for five points each. 
a. Saints  		Southampton
b. Gunners		Arsenal FC
c.  Foxes		Leicester City
d. Reds			Liverpool
e. Villains		Aston Villa
f.  Blues		Chelsea

11. Given a sex practice, tell what color handkerchief denotes it in the Hanky Code F5PE. For example, if I said "watersports," you'd say "yellow".
a. Shit play				A: Brown
b. Drag or cross-dressing		A: Lavender
c. Anytime, Anywhere, Anyhow	A: Orange
d. Rimming				A: Beige
e. S&M				A: Black
f. For a final five points, what hanging outof a pocket denotes "has or wants drugs"?
A: a Ziplok baggie or sandwich bag

12. How much do you remember about the Electric Company? No, not the space on the Monopoly Board. Answer these FTP each. 
a. These three words begin every episode of “The Electric Company.” 
A: Hey, you guys! (note to moderator: expect the answer to be shouted.)
b. This is the name and profession of the detective and cryptologist on the show, sort of named for a city in the upper Midwest
A: Fargo North, Decoder
c. This is the name of the hero Letterman’s archnemesis, sometimes armed with a letter-changing magic wand. 
A: Spellbinder

13. Given a character portrayed by Sandra Bullock, name the film for 10. If you need the name of the man who played her love interest, you’ll get 5. 
a. 	10: Birdee Pruitt
 5: Harry Connick Jr. 
Ans: Hope Floats
b. 	10: Lucy Moderatz
5: Bill Pullman
Ans: While You Were Sleeping
c. 	10: Agnes von Kurowski
5: Chris O’Donnell
Ans: In Love And War

14. The latest Winter Olympics controversy revolves around short track speed skating, namely the men’s 1000 meter event, in which four of five finalists were taken out by a collision. Answer these questions about it FTP each. 
 a. In the Olympics version of the Region 4 “lucky loser,” this Australian won gold, entirely because he was too far behind to get caught up in the pileup.  
A: Stephen Bradbury
 b. Just a few yards from victory, this American of Japanese ancestry, nicknamed “The Seattle Sensation”  was taken down in the collision.  He recovered enough to cross the line second for silver.  He later won a gold in the 1500 meter event, due to the first place skater being disqualified. 
A:  Apolo Anton Ohno
c. Now, for five points each, name that first-place disqualified skater in the 1500 meter event and his country. 
A: Kim Dong-Sung, South Korea or Republic of Korea (prompt on Korea)

15. Answer the following about loofahs FTSNOP:
a. FTP, gentle scrubbing with rough loofahs is one method for achieving this removal of dead skin; another is the use of a gritty scrub such as peach pit lotion.
A: Exfoliation
b. F15P, the loofah is a member of this family of plants, which also includes melons, cucumbers, and squashes.
A: Gourds or Cucurbitaceae (the loofah is Luffa aegypticus or L. cylindrica)
c. F5P, how many chambers does a loofah gourd have?
A: 3

16. FTPE, given a cat food, give the name of the cat selling the food. 
a. 9 Lives		A: Morris
c. Meow Mix		A: Baxter
c. Iams Eukanuba	A: Cougar

17. Answer these questions about the perennially jerked-around series “Family Guy” for the stated number of points. 
5: This is the family in Family Guy. 
A: Griffin
5: This is the name of the Rhode Island town in which the show is set. 
A: Quahog
10: This is the head newscaster of Channel 5 in Quahog, whom teenage daughter Meg has a crush on. 
A: Tom Tucker [acc. Either]
10: This company is the usual employer of dad Peter. 
 Happy-Go-Lucky Toy Company

18. The last few years are replete with Midwestern bands who produce an unforgettable piece of power pop and then poop out. Identify such bands from clues for ten points each. If you need the name of their big song, you’ll get five. 
a1. This trio from Minneapolis is fronted by Dan Wilson and their 2001 release “All About Chemistry” isn’t selling up to label expectations. 
a2. Therefore, their 1998 smash “Closing Time” might prove their only lasting hit. 
A: Semisonic
b1. This Chicago band released “Resolver” in 2000, which failed to match the sales of “Eight Arms To Hold You” or “American Thighs.” 
b2. Well, at least they can say the had two radio hits, “Seether” and “Volcano Girls.” 
A: Veruca Salt
c1. These Chicagoans, led by 70s obsessive Nash Kato, produced albums like “Saturation” and “Exit The Dragon” before exiting themselves in 2000. 
c2. They will be best remembered for their cover of Neil Diamond’s “Girl You’ll Be A Woman Soon” from the “Pulp Fiction” soundtrack and the radio hit “Sister Havana.” 
A: Urge Overkill

19. FTPE, given an HTTP error, give its code number.
a. File Not Found, commonly seen whenever you try click on a link to a Geocities page
A: 404
b. Not Authorized, commonly seen when trying to get into a porn site without a password
A: 401
c. Service Unavailable, commonly seen when the server is getting too many hits
A: 503

20. Centers. Some teams got ‘em, some don’t. Given some meager options an NBA is reduced to when it comes to starting a big man, name the team for 5 each. 
a. Adonal Foyle and Erick Dampier			Golden State Warriors
b. Radosalv Nesterovic and Marc Jackson		Minnesota Timberwolves
c.  Kelvin Cato and Kevin Willis			Houston Rockets
d. Ervin Johnson and Joel Pryzbila			Milawukee Bucks
e. Calvin Booth and Art Long				Seattle Supersonics
 f. Nazr Mohammed and according to Yahoo, no one.	Atlanta Hawks

Evil siblings have been staples of storytelling since time immemorial. And John Hughes’ 80s comedies were no exception. Identify these such siblings from clues FTP each.  
a. Played by Jennifer Grey, this is Ferris Bueller’s envious sister who bails him out in the end.
A: Jeannie Bueller
b. This is the name of the sulky teenage daughter in Uncle Buck played by Jean Louisa Kelly. 
A: Tia Russell
c. Bill Paxton played this menacing older brother of Wyatt in Weird Science who made the mistake of crossing Kelly LeBrock
A: Chet Donnelly

Given the last track of a Bruce Springsteen album, name the album, 5 points each. 
a. It’s Hard To Be A Saint In The City 		Greetings From Asbury Park, N.J.
b. Jungleland					Born To Run
c. My Hometown					Born In The USA
d. Reason To Believe				Nebraska
e. My Beautiful Reward				Lucky Town
f. My Best Was Never Good Enough		The Ghost of Tom Joad

Given a pair of  territories in the board game “Risk,” name the only territory that borders them both, FTPE. 
a. Yakutsk and Japan		A: Kamchatka
b. Venezuela and Brazil		A: Peru
c.  India and Indonesia		A: Siam

Do you know your power ballads? Let’s find out. Five points each, given the classic glam-metal power ballad, name the band for five points each. Because this is the finals, no Van Halen, no Def Leppard, and no Poison. 
a. “House of Pain” 		Faster Pussycat
b. “Don’t Close Your Eyes”	Kix
c. “Nobody’s Fool”		Cinderella
d. “Fly To The Angels”		Slaughter
e. “Headed For A Heartbreak”	Winger
f. “What You Give”		Tesla



